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Press Release 
25th May 2016 
For Immediate Release 

Miinus Comes To The Wirral 

Puustelli Announces Second UK Retailer of New Eco Kitchen 
Range 

Oliver Green Kitchens in the Wirral, Cheshire, have been announced as the second 

kitchen showroom in the UK to offer Puustelli’s range of Eco Kitchens, the Miinus 

Range. 

Offering Miinus kitchens exclusively, the showroom will open it’s doors to the public 

on the 11th June when an open day event will be attended by representatives of the 

Finnish manufacturers, Puustelli. 

Owner and Design Director of Oliver Green Kitchens, Peter Brett, stated, “Since 

first learning of the range I became a huge fan and was eager to offer it in an area 

where environmentally conscious consumers are growing in numbers, however, it 

was important that any kitchen range ticked all the boxes not just environmental 

ones. The Puustelli Miinus kitchen follows the principle of Scandinavian design 

that’s proved so popular in the UK and the range improves upon the component 

specifications of conventional ranges so we were eager to become a part of the Mi-

inus network.”  
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The Puustelli Miinus range is the result of a €1.5 million investment R&D pro-

gramme to develop a material to replace the standard Melamine Faced Particle 

Boards that make up the majority of kitchen cabinets. The complete range, from 

carcasses to doors, has been developed entirely on ecological grounds and utilises 

a bio-composite carcass frame that results in almost halving the Carbon footprint of 

existing kitchen cabinetry. All associated components chosen for the range such as 

worktops and appliances, meet with the environmental standards required for the 

range.

CEO of Puustelli, Jussi Aine, commented “It’s important to us, whilst growing our 

network in the UK, that retailers wishing to become a part of the Miinus story are 

passionate about our product and share our commitment to a healthier environ-

ment. When Peter visited Finland to get a closer look at our factory operation, he 

displayed great enthusiasm for the ethos behind the Miinus range and what we aim 

to achieve. I’m delighted to welcome him and Oliver Green Kitchens as the latest 

addition to our UK family of Miinus retailers.” 

In a survey of 30,000 consumers worldwide, carried out in October 2015, it was 

discovered, when it comes to sales intent, that a company’s commitment to the en-

vironment has the power to sway product purchase for 45% of consumers sur-

veyed.  

Annually in the period 2014/5, sales of consumer goods from brands with a demon-

strated commitment to sustainability had grown more than 4% globally, while those 
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without grew less than 1%. Commenting on the findings, Grace Farraj, senior vice 

president of Public Development & Sustainability at Nielsen, who undertook the 

survey, stated, “Sustainability is a worldwide concern that continues to gain mo-

mentum especially in countries where growing populations are putting additional 

stress on the environment. An increasing number of consumers in developed re-

gions consider sustainability actions more of an imperative than a value-add.” * 

Tony Lonnqvist, Puustelli’s Miinus’s project manager, who’s worked closely with  

Peter Brett and is overseeing the development of a network of Miinus kitchen retail-

ers in the UK and Ireland, stated “It’s clear that our groundbreaking kitchen range is 

being introduced at a time when there is a greater demand for sustainable products 

that will help reduce the harm to our environment. The reception for Miinus from re-

tailers, architects, designers and from across the UK building sector has been ex-

tremely heartening” He added “We’re delighted to welcome Oliver Green Kitchens 

as our second Network retailer and we will be announcing more additions to the Mi-

inus family of retailers in the coming weeks” 

Head of Sales in the UK for Puustelli Miinus, Paul Morrice said, “Miinus is a very 

different kitchen range from what retailers are accustomed to and when they dis-

cover the benefits and view the range in close up, they see the sense in offering a 

range that will, I believe, set the standard for the future of kitchens. Retailers I’ve 

met so far see the Miinus range as a breath of fresh air and are increasingly aware 

of the growing demand among their clients, for a range that reflects their own envi-
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ronmental beliefs. At a time when there’s also huge demand in the UK for classic 

Nordic designs, the Miinus range will appeal to a large selection of buyers”  

END 

Notes to Editor: 

* Source : http://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglobal/dk/docs/global-sus-
tainability-report-oct-2015.pdf 

The Puustelli Miinus kitchen’s carbon footprint is up to 50 per cent smaller than that 
of a conventional kitchen. 

The new kitchen range is, on average, 200 kilograms lighter than current kitchens 
allowing a reduction in emissions during transport. 

The bio-composite, recyclable frame is called UPM ForMi and consists of 60 per 
cent polypropylene and 40 per cent wood fibre 

The mix tolerates great variations in temperature, from -25 degrees up to +90 de-
grees centigrade. 

The kitchen carcass frames are injection moulded and can be dismantled and re-
erected several times. 

Further information can be found at www.puustellimiinus.com/en  
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Contact: Tim Foley, T Foley Interiors  

Telephone: 07887 727477 

Email: t.foley@kitchensfitted.co.uk

mailto:t.foley@kitchensfitted.co.uk

